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ON A TRIAD OF BEHAVIOURAL PATTERN  

Emil Dinga 

1. Preamble 

Probably there is no other theme more debated, everywhere and always, than the behavioural (general 

social, not just narrowed economic) criterion. Although Samuelson, with his prodigious imagination 

(and his amazing skills in applied mathematics ) led us, at least in the economic field, into a cul-de-

sac (directing for example the research to competition instead cooperation – the latter is far the most 

present in humankind history; Nota bene: even too in the non-human animal world), the theoretical 

(especially philosophical/metaphysical and anthropological) reflections got us back on track. It is 

massively and obviously proved, both logical and empirical, that the survival is, in the last instance, 

the basic criterion of all our decisions and actions (either as acts or as abstentions). In this essay I 

shall try to develop a brief meditation on the concept and function of survival. 

2. On the Triad  

I think that, in the most general perspective, the survival takes three forms (hypostases): a) social 

(including economic) survival; b) salvation; c) reconciliation with oneself. 

(a) social survival 

The social survival is emerging from the ”material” commandment of human being, so it is primarily 

got by intermediation of economic survival, that is by getting resources to biologically survive and 

reproduce. As mentioned above, our evolution taught us that we only can survive in the social 

community, that is our survival is inherently linked to the other’s survival. Consequently we are wired 

(that is, we are pre-programmed in our intimate hardware of consciousness) for cooperation in win-

win social games (to be noticed that some of the most influential modern theories of social justice are 

built on the basis of gains from social cooperation). Of course, it could exist hostile cooperation 

(which is the correct term for the concept of competition – no competition is performed than by 

targeting of a possible cooperation as substitute), but generally any hostile cooperation is nothing else 

than a mutual tatonnement to get the common maximin (or minimax). The recent findings of 

behavioural psychology come to support such an evaluation. Thus, the social survival is driven by 

both economic force and social one – the social force addresses the praxiological paradigm, for 

example the current paradigm of optimality (what is the ”stamp” of the capitalism), or the further 

(inevitably) coming of the (today still) incipient sustainability paradigm. The utility involved by 

social survival is, of course, the substantive (or economic) utility, either von Neumann-Morgenstern’s 

objective expected utility or Savage’s subjective expected utility. 

(b) salvation 

The salvation is emerging from the ”spiritual” commandment of human being, and it is primarily got 

by the intermediation of religion. Depending on the concrete religious theory, the salvation shapes 

human being’s (either individual or of community) behaviour so the target of salvation to have the 

maximum possible (”probability”, of course, a probability of Bayes’s type, because, for example, the 

more good facts delivered, the more probably the salvation is gained – so, the a priori Bayes 

probability is permanently adjusted into an a posteriori one to the extent the individual concerned has 

accumulated more ”religious assets”. In a way, keeping all the deserved respect, the individual which 

targets salvation behaves as an investor in these ”religious assets”). Thus, the salvation is driven by 

the spiritual force (I pretend not to notice that the word spiritual seems to be of long time, and in a 

very odd way, confiscated by theological discourse; useless to say there are also other terms 

confiscated by some and others, either in the political field or in the scientific field, but I shall do not 

talk more about such a topic here). The utility involved by salvation is an evidential utility (as held 

by Robert Nozick, for example), because, at the Doomsday, the ”hard work” to accumulate, as much 

as possible, ”assets” by delivering the good to others, must be clearly proved. 
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(c) reconciliation with oneself 

The reconciliation with oneself is emerging from the ethical commandment (unlike the morals, the 

ethics is completely idiosincratic, while the morals is the common ”intersection”, at the society level, 

of the individual ethics; so, while ethics is subjectively endogenized and, as consequence, non-

interpersonal transmissible, morals is objectively expressed and interpersonally, that is, societally, 

significant). If the two above hypostases of behaviour criteria – namely social survival, and salvation 

– implies the freedom as primary and fundamental value, the reconciliation with oneself „finds” a 

more fundamental value than freedom, namely the self-respect. It can, indeed, be easily demonstrated 

that freedom is inferable from self-respect (but not inversely), as the democracy is inferable from 

freedom (but not inversely). Thus, the utility involved by reconciliation with oneself is the symbolic 

one which is, in the equivalent terminology of the same Nozick, principle-based predictable.  

3. Brief discussion 

The logical model to discuss the triad of behavioural pattern seems to me to be a PBP Model, that is 

a Probability-Belief-Preference Model.  

First of all, it is to be noticed that survival is based rather on probabilities. Individuals tries to assure 

for itself (and, usually for its family and its kin – less often for its community) the maximum 

probability to gain sufficient resources to support biological life and biological reproduction. In such 

a logic is contained the entire economic phenomenology (including normativism, social justice and 

so on). Salvation is based rather on beliefs. Individuals chooses salvation as way of behaviour starting 

from their grounding principle of life (more exactly, of living). Reconciliation with oneself is based 

rather on preferences, because individuals ”scan” their own fundamental values in order to find the 

most significant such a value which the entire life deserves be put on.  

Secondly, while the probabilities could be both subjective (for example, of type Bayes) and objective 

(for example, of frequential type), belief as well as preference are subjective only. Moreover, belief 

and preference (although the distinction between them is not too crisp) are strongly idiosyncratic.  

Thirdly, it is relevant to see the ”instances” able to validate/evaluate the choices made based on every 

kind of behaviour criterion. Thus, validation instance of survival is the reproduction of individuals 

(in which, from rather an economic perspective, should be also considered the reproduction of the 

property owned, of the social position held and of other marks likewise), validation instance of 

salvation is God himself, and the validation instance of reconciliation with oneself is every individual 

as such. So, while the validation instance for survival is (or can be) partially public, the validation 

instances for salvation and reconciliation with oneself are completely private (Nota bene: however, 

the religious practice gives some publicity to manifesting of providing the good for the others). 

4. Conclusion 

In the real world, the three criteria of behaviour (either individually or collectively exhibited) are 

inevitably (and beneficially) combined in, of course, different weights. Thus, it can be speak about a 

triad of behaviour pattern. The scholars  in the history focused (dominantly) of one or another of the 

three criterion (for example, Max Weber – on the salvation, Karl Marx – on survival, Sigmund Freud 

– on reconciliation with oneself), but, in fact, the objectified (i.e. noticeable manifested) behaviour is 

a synergic combination of all components of that triad. Probably, as it seems to me, the praxiological 

(and even practical) paradigms could (scientifically profitable) be examined also under the aegis of 

the triad discussed here. 


